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Gaming on a new level – winning never sounded as great ever before!

Finally: experience the ultimate ULTRASONE sound with wireless freedom. The METEOR ONE offers 
outstanding acoustics, lasting comfort and ease of use.

More than 30 years of passion and experience in designing and manufacturing headphones, combined with 
strong partners and cutting-edge technologies, go into our Bluetooth® gaming headset to deliver an 
unprecedented gaming experience: from the quietest footstep noise to the deepest bass thunder, from 
action-packed shooter performance to cinematic sound collage, the METEOR ONE offers pure fascination. 
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

S-Logic®

Up to 15 h listening

Tactical Mode

Detachable Mic

RGB Lighting

Splashproof IP54

Crystal Clear Communication

The METEOR ONE features two detachable, unidirectional broadcast-quality microphone arms specifically 
designed for clear voice communication. Both the wireless and the wired variants guarantee the best voice 
quality thanks to ENC technology
regardless of the state of charge of the battery.

Our gaming headset also features integrated microphones. The microphone arm is then no longer required. 
These discrete microphones are located in the headset itself and provide clear voice transmission, even 
when you’re on the go.

Uncompromising Sound Quality

Whether extremely quiet step sounds or the deepest bass tones – with the METEOR ONE you hear more of 
everything. Precisely tuned 40 mm drivers deliver detailed sound.
Whether gaming or listening to music.

Maximum comfort thanks to light weight & memory foam

Weighing just 230g, the METEOR ONE is an exceptionally lightweight wireless gaming headset that offers 
unbeatable comfort and is perfect for long gaming sessions. The collapsible design is ideal for 
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transportation. The extremely soft memory foam ear pads perfectly hug the shape of the head.

Tactical Mode

Extremely low latency by activating the Tactical Mode.
Gaming – and primarily shooters – are extremely fast. To always keep up and maybe even have a tactical 
advantage, the METEOR ONE supports them with the newly developed gaming mode.

Dynamic RGB – lighting

Customize the look of the headset via the RGB lighting on each ear cup with different color and effect 
options. Make the METEOR ONE your individual gaming partner.

Scope of delivery
ULTRASONE METEOR ONE Gaming Headphone
Case
Detachable USB-C microphone
Detachable 3.5mm AUX microphone with audio cable
USB-A to USB-C charging cable
Quick guide

Dimension / Weight
Weight packing carton incl. Content: 738 g
Weight without device and accessories: 298 g
Weight headphones: 238g
Weight Case: 162g

battery pack
Runtime : ≥ 15 h
Standby time: 280 h
Charging time: ≤ 2 h
Battery capacity: 550 mAh
Battery category: Lithium

Microphones
4 built-in microphones (2 on each side)
For best possible speech transmission
2 detachable microphones (1 of which is wired)

Touch elements
Left side: Power/Pairing Mode ON/OFF, setting the illumination
Right Side: Volume Control, Song Control, Play/Pause

Bluetooth®
Version : 5.0
Profiles: A2DP 1.3/AVCTP 1.4/AVDTP 1.3/AVRCP 1.6/GAVDP 1.3/DID 1.3/HFP 1.7/HSP 1.2/SPP 1.2/PBAP 1.2
Codecs: AAC/SBC

Input
USB-C input

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


